
Conditions of participation 
1. Registration Registration for the Intercamp is only possible using the form 

provided on our website at intercamp.info for participating troops and service 
teamers. Registration is binding for participants and service team and 
becomes effective with payment.  

2. Cancellation by us We can withdraw from the contract at any time. If the 
Intercamp cannot take place due to an official order or legal regulation (e.g. 
due to a pandemic), we will only refund the participant fees to the extent we 

can. We must fulfil contractual obligations that we have already entered into 
and can no longer cancel. Any remaining funds will be refunded to participants 
on a pro-rata basis. In all other cases, we will refund the fees already paid. No 
further claims against us as organisers will be accepted.  

3. Cancellation by you We only have a limited number of places for each 
participating nation and often the demand is higher than the number of 

places. In the past, there have unfortunately been groups that have 
registered with a large number of participants and have not come to the camp 
or have come with fewer participants. As a result, other groups have not been 
able to participate. For this reason, we cannot refund your participation fee if 
you do not come to the Intercamp or come with fewer participants. 

4. Data protection We collect, store, process, use and delete personal data, 

this is always in accordance with the Data Protection Regulation (DSGVO) and 
other valid data protection regulations. All necessary technical and 
organisational measures have been implemented to ensure complete 
protection for the personal data processed. As a matter of principle, personal 
data will not be passed on to third parties without consent. 

5. Confirmation of participation The confirmation will be sent to the given e-

mail address after payment.  

6. Insurance We take out an event liability insurance for the Intercamp. All 
scouts and troops participate in the camp at their own risk and are required to 
arrange for adequate insurance coverage. All troops are responsible for their 
own medical requirements. All particiapants are liable for their own property.  

7. Violations of our rules If you or participants of your group repeatedly 

disregard our camp rules or commit other gross violations, we have to send 
you or your group home at your own expense. 

8. Pictures For the purpose of public relations, picture and video recordings will 
be made during the camp, which will be used for publication on our website 
and social media channels. We will take your interests and concerns into 

account and will only show groups and activities in pictures, not pictures of 
individuals. If you do not agree with a specific use in an individual case, 
please write to us and we will find a solution. We are entitled to use, store and 
use the media without any restrictions in terms of time and place. These 
media are used exclusively by us and no commercial purposes are pursued. 

9. Applicable law and place of jurisdiction This agreement shall be governed 

exclusively by German law. The place of jurisdiction for all disputes arising 
from this agreement shall be Bad Homburg v.d.H., unless otherwise stipulated 
by mandatory law. 

10. Severability Clause Should any provision of this agreement be invalid, this 
shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions. The parties undertake 
to replace the invalid provision with a valid provision that comes as close as 

possible to the invalid provision. 


